
Council and Properties Commission Joint Meeting with Roofing Contractor 

Sunday, August 11th, 2019 10:15 am – Fireside Room 

Attendees: Fred, Daryl, Dave, Roger, Doug, Jon, Marlo, Kelly, and Brian Bennett (from Shelter 

Construction) 

Introductions and roles were made. Brian provided a top-level view of items to be replaced/repaired as 

submitted by the adjustor. He indicated that there will likely be several supplements affecting the 

repairs, as the construction estimate is higher than the insurance adjustor’s estimates. 

He indicated that while the insurance adjustor flew a drone over the building that didn’t show much 

damage, he was able to access the roof via ladder to show damage to the protective plexiglass covers 

over the skylights (spider cracks), chalked the bell, cross, shakes, speakers, etc. Properties were able to 

confirm that the shake roof was done after a storm in 2004, so it is relatively new, so depreciation 

should not be significant. Properties will work with Shelter to determine if a steel roof upgrade would be 

a wise investment, and if the cost would increase. The plexiglass covers are custom to fit over the 

skylights. Walt Wyttenbach was the former head of Properties when those were constructed. 

Brian requires a signed contract authorizing him to negotiate with Selective Insurance to commence the 

project. This will be presented at Council’s meeting on Tuesday, August 13th. Two signatures are 

required. 

The timeframe will be to start over the CKP rooms first, hopefully before school begins in order to 

prevent any disruptions to staff and students. Jon selected harvest gold for the shingle color, as it’s a 

close match to the brick on the building. 

Brian discussed the warranty of the roof (50 years), and certification process that his company annually 

complies with. 

The deductible is $2,500, and was removed from the check from insurance. The church should be 

responsible for no others costs. Brian advised us that he is not able to comment on or offer advice on 

our policy. 

Respectfully Submitted,  

Kelly Utesch, Council Secretary 

 


